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Abstract. Object dropping may occur when the robotic arm grasps
objects with uneven mass distribution due to additional moments gener-
ated by objects’ gravity. To solve this problem, we present a novel work
that does not require extra wrist and tactile sensors and large amounts
of experiments for learning. First, we obtain the center-of-mass posi-
tion of the rod object using the widely fixed joint torque sensors on the
robot arm and RGBD camera. Further, we give the strategy of grasp-
ing to improve grasp stability. Simulation experiments are performed in
”Mujoco”. Results demonstrate that our work is effective in enhancing
grasping robustness.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Grasping or lifting strategies for object manipulation have been studied in the
past few years, especially for picking up objects of different masses or shapes.
In the most recent cutting-edge research, the main proposal can allow robots
to perform a grasping task for a large variety of daily objects [1]. However,
the paramount consideration in generating manipulation strategies is objects’
geometry while ignoring the more common real-life situations where the mass
is not uniformly distributed. A reasonable grasping strategy should consider
the intrinsic properties of the object, such as mass distribution, especially the
location of the object’s center of mass(CoM). On the one hand, the closer the
robot’s grasping position is to the CoM, the more robust the grasping could be,
so that the object is less likely to fall off during the process of robot manipulating.
On the other hand, this strategies can make the torque generated by the joints on
the robot arm as small as possible to avoid arm damage. Therefore, the extrinsic
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properties of the object, such as geometry, and intrinsic properties, such as CoM
need to be taken into account when we generate grasping pose.

Recently, some studies have been conducted on adjusting the above grasping
strategies through interaction between robots and the environment. However,
these works require many trials to collect data for training in different working
platforms that cannot be widely used.

To improve the robustness of grasping during manipulation, we present a
novel method that does not require additional wrist sensors or large amounts
of experimental data. The CoM position of the rod object can be obtained by
using the widely fixed joint torque sensors on the robot arm and the RGBD
camera. Further, we give grasping strategies based on the CoM position. We
perform simulation experiments in ”Mujoco,” and it demonstrates that our work
effectively improves the success rate of grasping.

2 RELATED WORK

A large number of existing works generate grasp positions based on RGBD im-
ages of objects for robotic arms to perform grasp actions. These works can be
mainly divided into planar grasp (3D) and 6D grasp depending on the task cat-
egories. Planar grasp means that the object is constrained to a working surface,
and the gripper is only capable of grasping from only one direction, while 6D
grasp means that the gripper can grasp at any angle and position in 3D space.
In this paper, we mainly focus on 2D grasp. For 2D grasp, A rectangular rep-
resentation is proposed, which can generate grasp positions for a wide range
of objects [2], and the introduction of deep learning methods further improves
the success rate of grasping [3]. However, for objects with inhomogeneous den-
sity distribution, grasping based only on the geometric shape will likely lead to
grasping failures due to the offset of grasping positions and the object’s CoM.

By interacting with the object through the robot arm, some work can also
obtain other characteristics of the object besides its geometric shape, such as
mass, center of gravity position, and surface friction of the object [4], which can
help us to handle more uncertainty in the grasping task. For example, the force
and moment information obtained from the wrist of the machine can be used
to calculate the weight of the object and the position of the CoM [5]. The time-
series data collected by the touch sensor when the robot grasps the object can
also be used to analyze the friction of the object surface [6] or grasping stability
based on 2-D time data sequence processing method[7].

To obtain better grasp stability, some works make the next grasp as close
to the object CoM as possible based on the sensor data obtained from the first
grasp. In order to minimize the force on the wrist of the robot arm when grasping
a rod-like heavy object, a method is proposed to adjust the grasping position
based on the feedback of the wrist moment of the robot arm [8]. However, this
work does not consider the possibility of object sliding relative to the jaws during
grasping. A deep learning method based on the wrist force and touch sensor data
makes the arms grasp close to the CoM of the object at the second grasp by one
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trial grasp [9]. However, this work requires a large number of trials to collect
data for training in different working platforms and cannot be widely used.

Our proposed algorithm does not require additional wrist moment/tactile
sensors or additional acquisition of large amounts of experimental data. We can
obtain the CoM position of the rod object using the widely fixed joint torque
sensors on the robot arm and the RGBD camera on the side of the robot jaw.
The CoM position estimation for arbitrary objects is a future research direction.

3 PROBLEM STATEMENT

We aim to achieve a stable grasp pose for rod-shaped objects with uneven mass
distribution using a sensor-equipped n-DoF robotic arm with a parallel-jaw grip-
per. If the gripper grasps the geometric center of the object, the offset between
the object CoM and the grasping position will generate additional gravitational
moment that is likely to cause object slipping. Therefore, we want to estimate
the position of the object’s CoM based on the first trial grasp so that the second
grasp can grasp as close to the object’s CoM as possible.Figure 1 illustrates our
pipline.

Fig. 1. The pipeline of our proposed method
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4 METHODS

4.1 Object posture estimation

In this section, we provide methods for geometry-based grasping pose generation
and object posture identification which is very important for estimating the CoM
location in the object frame.

We use two RGBD cameras: the Top-down camera and Side camera. The
Top-down camera is placed directly above the operating table and its optical
axis direction is parallel to the gravity direction. The Side camera is fixed on
the end of the robotic arm (eelink) so that it can move with eelink and its
optical axis is horizontal. The Top-down camera is used to identify object’s
(x, y) position and rotation angle on the operating table, while the Side camera
is used to monitor object slipping during the grasping process and return the
transformation matrix from the eelink frame to the object frame.

Top-down Camera: In order to generate a grasping pose, we obtain the
RGBD information returned by the Top-down camera. For excluding the inter-
ference of background or irrelevant objects, we perform semantic segmentation
using RGB images. Then we find out the smallest external rectangle representa-
tion that can surround the segmented image which can be further reduced to two
vectors that are perpendicular to each other and traverse the center coordinates.
Since we only consider the rod-shape object in this paper, such as a hammer or a
wooden stick, it can be assumed that the grasping pose should mainly lie in the
object ’ length direction. Therefore,we use the vector with the larger modulus as
the direction vector of the object and the center of the rectangle as its geometric
center to represent the grasping pose in camera frame.Finally we can obtain the
geometry-based grasping pose (x, y, z, orientation) in world frame after using
the transformation matrix from camera frame to world frame.

Fig. 2. Object posture estimation pipeline

Side Camera: Due to the uneven mass distribution of the object, the mo-
ment generated by object ’ gravity may produce and then aggravate the object
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slipping, resulting in the object eventually sliding down to the table and the
grasping failure. In the process of gripper lifting, the top-down camera cannot
accurately monitor how the object would slip due to the occlusion of the robot
body, so we will adopt the strategy of adding cameras on the side of the eelink
to make the perceived information more adequate and perfect. Similar to the
Top-down camera, we semantically segment the RGBD information obtained by
the Side camera and find the smallest external rectangle that can enclose the
segmented image to obtain the direction vector and geometric center of gravity
of the object as Fig. 2 illustrates. Considering that the gripper is also of slender
type, we simplify the contact between the gripper and object to two intersection
points and determine the transformation matrix M from eelink frame to object
frame by their displacement and rotation relationship.

4.2 Estimating the CoM location in eelink frame

In this section, we calculate the (x, y) position of the object’s CoM in eelink
frame using hydrostatic knowledge based on the joint sensors.

Fig. 3. We perform moment balance analysis for joint i.

We consider a n-degree-of-freedom robot arm, numbering the axes at the base
as 1 and the remaining axes sequentially as 2, 3, ..n. We take the joints numbered
n, n − 1, ...i and their child links as a whole .When the arm maintains a status
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q ∈ Rn which represents the arm state in joint space, the whole part we focus

is subject to three parts of torques as Fig. 3 illustrates:
−−−−→
T iself,q generated by its

own gravity,
−→
T iO generated by the object gravity

−→
Go,
−−−−−−−→
T iaftergrasp generated by

the joint i.
We perform moment balance analysis for joint i.

−→
T iO +

−−−−−−−→
T iaftergrasp +

−−−−→
T iself,q = 0 (1)

We denote the position vector from i joint to eelink by
−→
reei , the position vector

from eelink to the object ’ CoM by
−→
∆r and rewrite equation (1) as:

(
−→
reei +

−→
∆r)×

−→
Go +

−−−−−−−→
T iaftergrasp +

−−−−→
T iself,q = 0 (2)

However, considering the complexity of the actual robot arm structure, it is

very difficult to directly calculate
−−−−→
T iself,q. In order to eliminate the influence of

the arm’s own gravity, we measure the torque value
−−−−−−−−→
T ibeforegrasp generated by

the joint i when the arm is not grasping the object in status q and we have
following equation: −−−−−−−−→

T ibeforergrasp +
−−−−→
T iself,q = 0 (3)

By combining equation (2) and (3), we have:

(
−→
reei +

−→
∆r)×

−→
Go +

−−−−−−−→
T iaftergrasp −

−−−−−−−−→
T ibeforergrasp = 0 (4)

In reality, we can only get the active torque of joints along the direction of
rotation, and we project both sides of the equation(4) in the direction of the axis
of joint i.

Proj−−−→
Axisi

((
−→
reei +

−→
∆r)×

−→
Go) +

−−−−−−−→
T i,axisaftergrasp −

−−−−−−−−→
T i,axisbeforegrasp = 0 (5)

Since
−−−→
Axisi ,

−→
reei ,

−−−−−−−−→
T i,axisbeforergasp ,

−−−−−−−→
T i,axisaftergrasp can be obtained through joint po-

sition and torque sensors, we can simplify the task of solving position of object’s
CoM in eelink frame to a optimization problem.

s.t i ∈ {1, 2, 3...n}

min
arg ~∆r,Go

∑n
i=1(Proj−−−→

Axisi
((
−→
reei +

−→
∆r)×

−→
Go) +

−−−−−−−→
T i,axisaftergrasp −

−−−−−−−−→
T i,axisbeforegrasp)

2

(6)
As our objective function is a kind of low order polynomial, we apply the

gradient descent method in the algorithm to obtain
−→
∆r and Go. Considering the

cross product process in (6) which ignores ∆rz in
−→
∆r(∆rx, ∆ry, ∆rz), we finally

obtain ∆rx, ∆ry, Go .∆rx, ∆ry represents object’s CoM (x, y) position in eelink
frame and Go represents the object’s gravity.
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Fig. 4. The purple line segment represents where the CoM is lying

4.3 CoM estimation in object frame and regrasp planner

We have obtained the coordinate system transfer matrix M from eelink frame

to object frame in section 4.1, and the position of the object’s CoM
−→
∆r in eelink

frame in section 4.2, so that we can calculate where the CoM locates in object
frame by the following equation :

xOCoM
yOCoM
zOCoM

1

 = M

(−→
∆rT

1

)
=


r11 r12 r13 px
r21 r21 r21 py
r31 r31 r31 pz
0 0 0 1



∆rx
∆ry
∆r∗z

1

 (7)

Since ∆r∗z is indeterminate, the location of the CoM solved is lying on a
line segment inside the object, which is depicted as a purple line in Fig. 4. The
smaller both the cross-sectional radius d and the tilt angle θ when it is lifted,
the more accurate the location of the CoM will be. Considering the object is
thin rod-shaped, we let zOCoM = 0, and so that obtain xOCoM :

xOCoM =
r11r33 − r13r31

r33
∆rx +

r12r33 − r13r32
r33

∆ry + px −
r13
r33

pz (8)

Once we observe a slide in the first grasp trial, we can generate a new grasp
pose based on xOCoM so that the second grasp is very close to the CoM.

5 EXPERIMENT

5.1 Experimental setup

In this work, grasping experiments are conducted using a 6-DOFs UR5 robot arm
in ”Mujoco”, equipped with a custom parallel-jaw gripper. A table as pick box is
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placed in front of the arm while a drop box is left of the arm. As shown in Fig. 5,
we prepare 6 different kinds of objects on the pick box. The experiments run
on a laptop installed with Ubuntu 18.04 with a 2.21 GHz Intel Core i7-8750H
12-Core CPU and an NVIDIA GeForce GT 1060 graphic card.

Fig. 5. The overview of experiment equipment

The UR5 parallel gripper can be controlled to close with specific force. Two
”Mujoco” built-in RGBD cameras are mounted at the height of 200 cm above
the ground and at the distance of 20 cm left of pick box. We capture the images
from two cameras during every simulation step.

5.2 Accuracy of estimated CoM location test

In ”Mujoco”, we can modify the object parameters in MJCF to set the CoM
position posreal and the object length l.During each grasp, we collect object tilt
angle θ and joint position and torque sensors data to estimate CoM position
posesti using our proposed method in section4 .1 − 5

∣∣posesti−posreal

l

∣∣ is used to
measure the accuracy of the estimated CoM position.

We conducted 50 grasping experiments using random grasp pose based on
the rectangle representation for each of the 6 different objects.

From Fig. 6(a), we can see that our CoM estimation algorithm has good
accuracy when the object tilt angle is relatively small.
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What’s more ,there are two important messages delivered from Fig. 6(a):
1. The estimation accuracy decreases rapidly after a threshold value of θ.
2. The thicker the object, the lower the estimation accuracy.
The reason for these two phenomena is exactly what we have analyzed in

Section 4.3: since the calculated center-of-mass location is on a line segment
inside the object, the uncertainty of CoM’s estimated location will grow as the
object tilt angle θ and the cross-section radius d increase.In addition,the complex
slipping dynamics may also take part in reducing the estimation accuracy.

5.3 Regrasp stability test

We test the effectiveness of our proposed method on improving the grasp stability
in this experiment. We design a grasping task: the robotic arm grasps an object
on pick box and places it on drop box. If the grasping is unstable, the object is
likely to fall during the movement of the robotic arm. We respectively conduct
experiments with RGBD only based method and our proposed method.

From Fig. 6(b), we can see that our method effectively improves the grasping
stability for rod-shaped objects.
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Fig. 6. Experiment results

6 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented an algorithm that can obtain the center-of-mass
position of the rod object using the widely fixed joint torque sensors on the
robot arm and the RGBD camera on the side of the robot jaw. Our method
does not require additional wrist moment sensors or additional acquisition of
large amounts of experimental data.
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In future work, we first plan to enhance the grasped objects from linear to
non-linear so as to better match the requirements of natural objects. We also
plan to fuse data from multiple sources, such as tactile sensors with joint torques,
to improve the accuracy of our algorithm further.
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